the new king of performance for graphical paper grades

now available with EnerSTAR

EDC

Engineered Drainage Channels

XERIUM
finetexx with EDC: the ultimate solution for sheet quality, machine efficiency and reduced energy consumption.

**finetexx Technology**

Meet the new king of performance for printing and writing papers.

Finetexx is produced with the exclusive EDC technology which provides the ideal combination of high drainage rates with sheet-forming technology.

The specially engineered warp combination of the finetexx provides higher fiber support without restricting the drainage capacity. With finetexx's more open sheet side, drainage pressures are reduced favoring lower vacuum loads. In addition, the increased mesh density in the cross-machine direction provides for a more forgiving operational window.

**finetexx Benefits**

This innovative new technology is already helping customers to reduce their electrical costs in the forming section while extending the economic life of the forming fabrics.

finetexx, like our other performance fabric designs, is available with the exclusive EnerSTAR technology option. EnerSTAR provides unprecedented reduction in friction across the forming and vacuum elements resulting in significantly lower energy requirements.

**EnerSTAR Technology**

The future is now...finally a forming fabric technology platform which provides the ideal combination of:

- EDC technology
- Exceptional sheet quality
- Higher sheet solids
- Lower energy costs
- Improved runnability

For more information about finetexx and EnerSTAR contact your local Weavexx or Huyck.Wangner representative today, or visit Xerium.com.

**VALUEResults**

unlock the potential